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Featuring works from both Malta and overseas, desolation & devotion is a presentation of contemporary
photography about love and its aftermath. Ranging from friendship to kinship and religion to erotica, images
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of love and human intimacy will be balanced by others echoing emptiness, grief and self-reflection.
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Matthew Attard Navarro

Fabrizio Mifsud Soler

PLATINUM LOVE

Matthew Attard Navarro is an art director,
illustrator and photographer based between
London & Malta. He has worked within the
fashion, luxury and media industries over the
past eight years, since moving to London in
2013 he has worked as art director at VICE Media
in 2014 and he currently works with the
Net-A-Porter group.

Fabrizio Mifsud Soler holds a Masters degree
in Culture and Heritage Management and over
five years experience in the administration and
management of the visual arts. Mifsud Soler
has worked on projects with both artists and
organisations including the National Museum
of Fine Arts, the Malta Arts Festival, the Valletta
2018 Foundation and the British Council. In
2012, the latter entrusted him with Thresholds,
a traveling exhibition curated by Paula Rego
featuring works by the Chapman brothers, David
Hockney, Lucian Freud and Chris Ofili among
others.

Platinum Love was established as a platform for
storytelling and discovery, launching in 2007
as Malta’s first digital counter-culture platform.
Platinum Love evolved into a vehicle for cultural
discovery through intercultural dialogue
publishing thirty-six editions over the first three
years.

He is the founder and creative director
of Platinum Love & Beyond Love.

The islands of Malta provided a perfect birthplace
for Platinum Love, enriched and surrounded with
hundreds of years of art, culture and history, a
pre-internet generation found itself looking to
new horizons on a constant search for the new.

ANTONY BOU

ALESSANDRO FURCHINO

ANDY MASSACCESI

ALEXANDRA PAC E

Antony Bou is a photographer from
Amiens, France.

Alessandro Furchino is a Milanbased photographer and art director.

His work, a documentation of the
fleeting moments of youth is often
framed by the great outdoors where
he thrives. A preference for analogue
over digital imagery also defines his
photography.

Born in Turin, he developed a
refined eye for both fashion, and
non fashion photography along with
solid lighting skills.His photography
is permeated with essential, pure,
classically composed, and intimate
images that combine into his natural
and innate signature style, finding
beauty in capturing harmony and
balance in composition.

Based in Milan and Lausanne, Andy
Massaccesi works as a photographer,
designer and art director.

Alexandra Pace is an artist, educator
and curator living and working
between Malta and London.

His photography work is developed
around an ongoing social research,
surfacing subjects being animated or
not, which through the complexity
of the camera try to describe the
deepest context of the photographic
[un] reality.

She holds an MA from Central
Saint Martins University of the
Arts London, where she will also be
commencing PhD study later this
year.

Light and accurate color balance are,
in fact, the main characteristics in all
of his works.

Alexandra’s area of research is
duration and temporality in the
work of art as specifically relevant
to the curatorial practice of new
media and technology. This is
based around the understanding of
the image as intensive-interactive,
interchangeable, incomplete and
multiple. She is also the founder of
BLITZ, a non-profit contemporary
art space in Valletta.

ALBA YRUELA

Alba Yruela is a Barcelona based
photographer and artist.
Yruela documents her daily life
with an undeniable intimacy and
vibrance. Her photographs have
been published in Dazed and
Confused, Vice Magazine, Vogue.
es, Neon magazine and S magazine,
amongst others.
Pogobooks (GER) edited a book
of her diaries in 2011 and Erase
Editions (ES) published “Flora” in
2014.

CLÉMENT LOUIS

Clément Louis is a French
multi-disciplinary art director,
photographer and illustrator.
Discovering painting as a child
led to a natural progression to
photography upon purchasing his
first reflex camera at age sixteen.
His elegant and dark aesthetic has
generated interest from many such
as the famed designer, Rick Owens
who invited Clément to lend his
vision and photograph his shows.
Clément is based in between
London and Paris.

ERIC LAWTON

Based in New York, Eric Lawton
is a visual artist primarily
working within the mediums of
photography and film.
He holds a BFA from the Tisch
School of the Arts and was featured
in the Savvy Contemporary Project
Space of Berlin in May 2014. Since
then, his photographic series Lucid
Light has since been self-published
in book form and sold through the
Dashwood Bookstore in New York.

JON BANTHORPE

Jon Banthorpe makes pictures.
Pictures that refute their presence
as photographs yet ultimately
always fail. Born in the UK and
now residing on the island of
Malta, Jon maintains a practice
lead by the visual. Adopting
notions of photography and
working towards pictures
that habitually draw upon
contradiction, tradition and
physicality.

JUSTIN LEVERITT

Justin Leveritt is a native of
Dallas, TX, raised in the suburbs
of Garland. He attended high
school in hopes to become an
automotive engineer, but found
his love of photography afterwards
while documenting the world of
car enthusiasts. After a long stint
of shooting automotive features
he soon began to turn his camera
to living subjects. Photographing
his automotive friends, he found
a natural progression to fashion
photography. Since then he has
been featured on Bite, The Ones 2
Watch, Vestal Mag, and previously
filmed two projects for the Kim
Dawson Model Search. He remains
in Dallas and travels to NYC until
his calling will take him elsewhere.
For now, he rides his motorcycle
and attends university in Texas.

JULIAN VASSALLO

Julian Vassallo is a twenty-four
year old photographer and
illustrator based in Malta.
Vassallo gained some attention
online for his captivating selfportraits and subsequently been
interviewed and featured on
various publications, both local
and foreign. Julian recently
graduated in BS.C (Hons) Built
Envrionmental Studies at the
University of Malta, which has led
him to take an interest in the built
fabric.
Julian is currently studying for
an MA in Architectural Design
while continuously exploring
new methods of darkroom
photography.

LUCA GROTTOL I

Born in Parma and now based
in Milan, Luca Grottoli started
exploring photography at age five
upon receiving his first camera
as a child, since then has kept his
playful explorative side capturing
emotions and memories through
his lens.
Grottoli has collaborated with
several publications over the years
including Vice, AnOther, Dazed
and Confused, Kult, Alvar, Charta,
Under Pressure, TheOnesWeLove
project, Contributor and more.

LIA SÁILE

Lia Sáile was born in 1985 in the
German industrial area Ruhrbasin.
She studied theatre, film and media
at the University of Vienna and
attended classes at the academy
of fine arts, next to studying one
year abroad on Malta, where she
specialized in philosophy and art
history.
She lives and works in Vienna,
Austria.

Magnus Åström

Magnus Åström is an Art Director
based in Stockholm, Sweden.
Whilst his day job is creative
but still rather left-brained,
photography allows him to steer
away from the analytical and be
more intuitive, impulsive and
ambiguous.He hopes it also helps
him retain a naive outlook on the
world.
Åström consciously avoids working
on series or projects, yet somehow
his works offer continuity in a
semi-conscious way, or simply as
an afterthought. As his 11 year old
daughter once summed it up: ’Dad,
you take photographs of things that
are out of place’.

MATT LAMBERT

Currently based in Berlin (by
way of LA, NYC and London),
Matt Lambert is a filmmaker,
photographer and visual artist.
His filmmaking work ranges from
narrative short film, documentary,
commercial, fashion film, music
video, experimental mixedmedia video art and live-visual
performances. His photography
work crosses from art to
documentary to fashion
and editorial.
He also acts as head of video for
London-based, multidisciplinary
art collective, BARE BONES

QUENTIN DE BRIEY

OL IVER CLÉMENT

Quentin de Briey was born in
Belgium and grew up in a small
village in the countryside. He
moved to Brussels at age 18, before
landing in Barcelona and Paris
where he commutes between now.
Having started his career as a
professional skateboarder, he also
spent time in Barcelona taking
photos and collaborating with
different skateboard magazines
and brands. After a bad accident,
he eventually had to stop
skateboarding and began to work
in a studio as a photographer’s
assistant.

Oliver Clément works in Lorraine,
France.

Since then he has mainly worked
in fashion and advertising and
collaborates regularly with Spanish
Vogue amongst other international
magazines.

Former engineer in the field of
biomedical research, he graduated
at the Ecole Nationale Supérieure
de la Photographie d’Arles (20062009). His work wich he formulates
as an open chronicle is a visual
exploration of the microfictionnal
capabilities of the photographic
medium with a specific interest in
the survivance of modernist utopia

REBEKAH CAMPBELL

Twenty-two years old, currently
finishing her BFA at the Savannah
College of Art and Design.
Campbell’s work revolves around
beauty and youth, a mixture of
feelings conjured up from her
teenage years.

STEPHANIE SA NT

Stephanie Sant is a Maltese visual
artist currently based in London.
As a child, she studied pianoforte,
harp and music theory besides
writing stories and drawing.
All of these still serve as strong
foundations for her work.
She graduated from the
University of Malta in 2013 in
Communications and English, part
of which she pursued in Germany
as an ERASMUS programme.
Presently, she is enrolled at Central
Saint Martins undergoing an
Ma in Photography where she is
exploring various aspects of human
desire, alchemy and collectivism
through the medium of the moving
image and performance.

TIM BARBER

WINTER VANDENBRINK

Tim Barber grew up in Amherst
Massachusetts, lived for a few years
in the mountains of Northern
Vermont, studied photography in
Vancouver B.C. and now lives in
New York City.

London based photographer
Winter Vandenbrink studied at the
Royal Academie of Fine Art in The
Hague, the Netherlands. Since then
he has been working as a freelance
photographer for commercial
clients including Tommy Hilfiger,
Reebok, Levi’s and CassettePlaya,
as well as doing editorial stories for
cutting edge fashion and lifestyle
magazines.

A photographer, curator and
designer, Barber runs the website
www.time-and-space.tv, formerly
known as tinyvices.com

He created iconic images for artists
like Juliette Lewis, Joan As Police
Woman, 50 Cent, Moby, Lou
Reed and Pharrell Williams. 2011
saw Winter’s first solo exhibition
of non commissioned works
in Amsterdam, exploring new
territories in portrait and street
photography.
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